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KEY=LORE - MILA COMPTON
A COLLECTION OF FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS
WITH COMPLETE INDICES OF AUTHORS AND SUBJECTS
SEEING THE PAST WITH COMPUTERS
EXPERIMENTS WITH AUGMENTED REALITY AND COMPUTER VISION FOR HISTORY
U OF M DIGT CULT BOOKS Recent developments in computer technology are providing historians with new ways to see—and seek to hear, touch, or smell—traces of the past. Place-based augmented
reality applications are an increasingly common feature at heritage sites and museums, allowing historians to create immersive, multifaceted learning experiences. Now that computer vision can be
directed at the past, research involving thousands of images can recreate lost or destroyed objects or environments, and discern patterns in vast datasets that could not be perceived by the naked eye.
Seeing the Past with Computers is a collection of twelve thought-pieces on the current and potential uses of augmented reality and computer vision in historical research, teaching, and presentation. The
experts gathered here reﬂect upon their experiences working with new technologies, share their ideas for best practices, and assess the implications of—and imagine future possibilities for—new methods
of historical study. Among the experimental topics they explore are the use of augmented reality that empowers students to challenge the presentation of historical material in their textbooks; the
application of seeing computers to unlock unusual cultural knowledge, such as the secrets of vaudevillian stage magic; hacking facial recognition technology to reveal victims of racism in a century-old
Australian archive; and rebuilding the soundscape of an Iron Age village with aural augmented reality. This volume is a valuable resource for scholars and students of history and the digital humanities
more broadly. It will inspire them to apply innovative methods to open new paths for conducting and sharing their own research.

BROADBAND STRATEGIES HANDBOOK
World Bank Publications This guide identiﬁes issues and challenges in broadband development, analyzing potential solutions to consider, and providing practical examples from countries that have
addressed broadband-related matters.

HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION - INTERACT 2009
12TH IFIP TC 13 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, UPPSALA, SWEDEN, AUGUST 24-28, 2009, PROCEEDIGNS
Springer Science & Business Media INTERACT 2009 was the 12th of a series of INTERACT international c- ferences supported by the IFIP Technical Committee 13 on Human–Computer Interaction. This
year,INTERACT washeld in Uppsala (Sweden), organizedby the Swedish Interdisciplinary Interest Group for Human–Computer Interaction (STIMDI) in cooperation with the Department of Information
Technology at Uppsala University. Like its predecessors, INTERACT 2009 highlighted, both to the academic and to the industrial world, the importance of the human–computer interaction (HCI) area and its
most recent breakthroughs on current applications. Both - perienced HCI researchers and professionals, as well as newcomers to the HCI ?eld, interested in designing or evaluating interactive software,
developing new interaction technologies, or investigating overarching theories of HCI, found in INTERACT 2009 a great forum for communication with people of similar int- ests, to encourage collaboration
and to learn. INTERACT 2009 had Research and Practice as its special theme. The r- son we selected this theme is that the research within the ?eld has drifted away from the practicalapplicability of its
results and that the HCI practice has come to disregard the knowledge and development within the academic community.

THE REAL WITCHES' GARDEN
HarperCollins UK A guide to the outdoor world and nature-based spirituality for real witches everywhere. Kate West explains how to set up your own sacred space in the garden and how to grow herbs for
use in spells and remedies. The Real Witches' Garden is a practical guide to witchcraft in the garden - whether you have 20 acres or a window box!

COURAGEOUS DREAMING
HOW SHAMANS DREAM THE WORLD INTO BEING
Hay House, Inc Modern physics tells us that we’re dreaming the world into being with every thought. Courageous Dreaming tells us how to dream our world with power and grace. The ancient shamans of
the Americas understood that we’re not only creating our experience of the world, but are dreaming up the very nature of reality itself—that is, "life is but a dream." When you don’t dream your life, you
have to settle for the nightmare being dreamed by others. This book shows how to wake up from the collective nightmare and begin to dream a life of courage and grace, a sacred dream that shamans
throughout time have known and served.Alberto Villoldo reveals ancient wisdom teachings that explain how to birth reality from the invisible matrix of creation; and reveals how we can interact with this
matrix to dream a life of peace, health, and abundance. He shows us that courage is all that is required to create the joy we desire!

PEDIGREE AND PANACHE
A HISTORY OF THE ART AUCTION IN AUSTRALIA
ANU E Press "Art auctions have long captured the public imagination. They regularly make news headlines and have become synonymous with glamour, money and social distinction. The marketing of
auction houses and the works they sell has resulted in ﬁrms attaining authoritative positions and the ability both to inﬂuence and reﬂect collecting tastes. Pedigree and panache is the ﬁrst comprehensive
history of the art auction in Australia. In this fascinating work, Shireen Huda investigates the construction of the glamorous reputation of art auctions and art auction houses. Featuring absorbing case
studies of key art auctions and major art auction houses in Australia (including Christies, Sothebys and Deutscher-Menzies) the work provides an overview of the origin and international development of art
auctions. The development of the Australian marketplace is then explored, detailing colonial inception and continuing until Christies' withdrawal of its saleroom presence in 2006."--Provided by publisher.

LEXICON GRAMMATICORUM
WHO'S WHO IN THE HISTORY OF WORLD LINGUISTICS
de Gruyter The "Lexicon Grammaticorum" is a comprehensive reference book that provides information on the lives and work of all scholars and thinkers throughout the world who have concerned
themselves down the ages with the study and description of language. The "Lexicon" contains articles on more than 1,500 representatives of the world's linguistic traditions, written by 422 authors from
27 countries. Generally, an article consists of a biography, an abstract of the linguist's achievements, including his or her inﬂuence, and a two-part bibliography, listing ﬁrst his or her writings, then those
about him or her. Whenever possible, the references are complete; where the works are two numerous for them all to be listed, as is often the case with more recent linguists, only the main titles appear,
with references to already existing bibliographies. The aim of the "Lexicon" is twofold: namely to provide access to the history of linguistics through its most important representatives and to combine the
world's diverse linguistic traditions in one book, thus showing what is individual and is universal in human thought about language.

SCIENCE AND THE POLITICS OF OPENNESS
HERE BE MONSTERS
Manchester University Press This electronic version has been made available under a Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license. The phrase ‘here be monsters’ or ‘here be dragons’ is commonly
believed to have been used on ancient maps to indicate unexplored territories which might hide unknown beasts. This book maps and explores places between science and politics that have been left
unexplored, sometimes hiding in plain sight - in an era when increased emphasis was put on 'openness'. The book is rooted in a programme of research funded by the Leverhulme Trust entitled: ‘Making
Science Public: Challenges and opportunities, which runs from 2014 to 2017. One focus of our research was to critically question the assumption that making science more open and public could solve
various issues around scientiﬁc credibility, trust, and legitimacy. Chapters in this book explore the risks and beneﬁts of this perspective with relation to transparency, responsibility, experts and faith.

CELTIC TRADITIONS
DRUIDS, FAERIES, AND WICCAN RITUALS
Citadel Press There is renewed fascination in all things Celtic. Discussing lore, traditions, beliefs, and customs, this book answers readers' desires to reaﬃrm their ancestral roots, bringing Celtic myth,
legend, and modern practices to life. It discusses everything from the ancient Druids and faery traditions, right up to the beliefs and practices of today's neo-Pagans. Tales of the Celtic goddesses and
gods, and the stories of their descendants, thrive in the pages of this fascinating book. Focusing upon Celtic roots, goddesses, gods, and the Druids, as well as the Underworld of the faeries, and modern
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Celtic Wicca, Celtic Traditions explores how humanity and the land are connected as one, as inseparable energies. Celtic Traditions provides hands-on ways for making a positive diﬀerence in the world
today, and for thousands of years to come.

SPELLS FOR THE SOLITARY WITCH
Weiser Books Written by the best-selling author of The Wiccan Handbook, Spells for the Solitary Witch is clear and easy to follow. Spells for the Solitary Witch explains how to prepare and cast spells 87
spells in all together with the materials needed for each spell and the incantations to say that will ensure the best results. Tailored to the needs of solitary witches, Holland suggests alternatives to hard-toﬁnd ingredients, as well as directions about where to ﬁnd speciﬁc ingredients crucial to a spells success. "Solitary Witches," writes Holland, "are those who practice the Craft without a coven or other
group. Some Witches are solitary because of circumstances, but the rest of us are solitary by choice...we feel no need to join a formal group. We like our independence and prefer the freedom to do things
our own way..."

BUILDING BROADBAND
STRATEGIES AND POLICIES FOR THE DEVELOPING WORLD
World Bank Publications Access to broadband connectivity is a country s passport to the global information society and knowledge economy the future. However, the adoption and use of broadband
technology today remains extremely uneven and threatens to create a new digital divide. At the end of 2009, countries in North America and the European Union accounted for more than 50 percent of the
world s 1 billion ﬁxed and mobile broadband subscriptions, but South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa together accounted for less than 3 percent. The experience with mobile telephony though shows the
potential for growth in the information and communication technology sector in developing countries. Almost 75 percent of the world s mobile telephone subscriptions are in low- and middle-income
countries, which have also promoted exciting innovations and realized signiﬁcant economic development beneﬁts. In fact, a growing number of countries are seeking to spur broadband development. To
aid governments as they design their own programs, this volume oﬀers examples and ideas from some of the most successful broadband markets: particularly the Republic of Korea, but also Finland,
France, Japan, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States. 'Building Broadband' does not suggest a universal solution but rather provides a long list of policies and programs organized within a
strategic framework that allows solutions tailored to country circumstances. The essential building blocks identiﬁed are useful everywhere because they focus on improving incentives and the climate for
private investment. This is a policy that even countries with very limited resources will be able to exploit.

WHITAKER'S BOOKS IN PRINT
THE INDIAN MAIL
ALASDAIR MACINTYRE'S ENGAGEMENT WITH MARXISM
SELECTED WRITINGS 1953-1974
BRILL This selection of Alasdair MacIntyrea (TM)s early writings on Marxism and ethics aims both to ﬁll a gap in the academic literature on MacIntyrea (TM)s ethical theory, and to oﬀer a contribution to
more recent debates on the ethics of revolution.

GODDESS AFOOT!
PRACTICING MAGIC WITH CELTIC & NORSE GODDESSES
Llewellyn Worldwide You are a reﬂection of the Divine Feminine. You shine like Sunna, Norse Goddess of the Sun; take risks like Cessair, Founding Goddess of Ireland; love like Creiddylad, Welsh May Day
Goddess. With this guide, you'll discover how to use spellwork and magic to make lasting changes in your life with the aid and guidance of twelve powerful Celtic and Nordic goddesses. From creating
abundance to increasing your psychic abilities to connecting to the land, you'll learn how to attune to a speciﬁc goddess and connect with her energy to manifest your dreams and desires. Through ritual,
invocation, guided meditations, and magical activities, you'll explore the unique strength of each goddess and discover her gift for your life. Arianrhod • Blodeuwedd • Cymidei Cymeinfoll Creiddylad •
Airmid • Cessair • Eriu Macha • Frigga • Sif • Skadi • Sunna

A COMPLETE SYSTEM OF ARITHMETIC
FODOR'S ESSENTIAL IRELAND 2020
Full-Color Travel Guide Ready to experience Ireland? The experts at Fodor's are here to help. Fodor's Ireland 2020 travel guide is packed with customizable itineraries with top recommendations, detailed
maps of Ireland, and exclusive tips from locals. Whether you want to explore Ireland's iconic coastal scenery, visit the Cliﬀs of Moher or the Ring of Kerry, or experience Ireland's thriving arts and music
scene, this user-friendly guidebook will help you plan it all out. Our local writers vet every recommendation to ensure that you not only make the most of your time, but that you also have all the most upto-date and essential information you need to plan the perfect trip. This new edition has been FULLY-REDESIGNED with a new layout and beautiful images for more intuitive travel planning! Fodor's
Essential Ireland 2020 includes: -AN ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE GUIDE that visually captures the top highlights of Ireland. -SPECTACULAR COLOR PHOTOS AND FEATURES throughout, including special features
on Dublin's literary heritage, iconic sights like the Ring of Kerry and the Rock of Cashel, and the Anglo-Irish Georgian House. Other features shine a spotlight on cruising on the Shannon, hiking in the West,
and Irish whiskeys. -INSPIRATIONAL "BEST OF" LISTS identify the best things to see, do, eat, drink, and more. -MULTIPLE ITINERARIES for various trip lengths help you maximize your time. -MORE THAN 20
DETAILED MAPS AND A FREE PULLOUT MAP help you plot your itinerary and navigate conﬁdently. -EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS oﬀer options for every taste. -TRIP
PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS include: guides to getting around, saving money and time, beating the crowds; and a calendar of festivals and events. -LOCAL INSIDER ADVICE tells you where to
ﬁnd under-the-radar gems, along with the best walking tours. -HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL OVERVIEWS add perspective and enrich your travels. -NEW FEATURES include Top Castle Hotels and Manor
Houses, Best Golf Courses, What to Buy in Ireland, and new Itineraries for Ireland's Wild Atlantic Way and Ireland's Ancient East. -COVERS: Dublin, Belfast, Kerry, Clare, Galway, Cork, Belfast, Northern
Ireland, the Aran Islands, the Ring of Kerry, The Giants Causeway, the Wild Atlantic Way, Killarney, Connemara, Trinity College, Dublin's museums, the Book of Kells, Dingle, Donegal, Irish Castles and
Monasteries, Irish Design, Irish Festivals and events, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor's has been oﬀering expert advice for
all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. Planning on visiting England? Check out Fodor's Essential England, Fodor's London, and Fodor's Essential Great Britain.

FODOR'S ESSENTIAL IRELAND 2021
WITH BELFAST AND NORTHERN IRELAND
Full-Color Travel Guide Whether you want to explore Ireland's iconic coastal scenery, visit the Cliﬀs of Moher or the Ring of Kerry, or experience the thriving arts and music scene in Dublin, the local Fodor's
travel experts in Ireland are here to help! Fodor's Essential Ireland 2021 with Belfast and Northern Ireland guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you
need to simplify your trip-planning process and make the most of your time. This guide is part of Fodor's "Essential" guide series, which has been named as the "Best Travel Guide Series of 2019" by
Booklist. This new edition is fully-redesigned with an easy-to-read layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. Fodor's Essential Ireland 2021 travel guide includes: AN ILLUSTRATED ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to eﬀectively organize your days and maximize your time MORE THAN 30 DETAILED MAPS and a FREE PULL-OUT MAP to help
you navigate conﬁdently COLOR PHOTOS throughout to spark your wanderlust! HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LOCALS on the best sights, restaurants, hotels, nightlife, shopping, performing arts,
activities, side-trips, and more PHOTO-FILLED "BEST OF" FEATURES on "Ireland's Top Natural Wonders," "Ireland's Top Castles and Manor Houses," "The Best Historical Sights to Visit in Ireland," "Top
Tours," "Best Festivals," and more TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS including when to go, itineraries to make the most of your time, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time and
money HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context on the local people, politics, art, architecture, cuisine, music, geography, and more SPECIAL FEATURES on "What to Watch and Read
Before You Visit," "What to Eat and Drink," and "What to Buy." LOCAL WRITERS to help you ﬁnd the under-the-radar gems EXPANDED COVERAGE OF Northern Ireland and Belfast to account for its rising
popularity with visitors. UP-TO-DATE COVERAGE ON Dublin, Kerry, Clare, Galway, Cork, Belfast, Northern Ireland, the Aran Islands, the Ring of Kerry, The Giants Causeway, the Wild Atlantic Way, Killarney,
Connemara, Trinity College, Dublin's museums, the Book of Kells, Dingle, Donegal, Irish Castles and Monasteries, Irish Design, Irish Festivals and events, and more. Planning on visiting England? Check out
Fodor's Essential England, Fodor's London, and Fodor's Essential Great Britain. *Important note for digital editions: The digital edition of this guide does not contain all the images or text included in the
physical edition. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Fodor's has been oﬀering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For
more travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We invite you to join our friendly
community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any other questions and share your experience with us!

RESEARCH ON E-LEARNING AND ICT IN EDUCATION
TECHNOLOGICAL, PEDAGOGICAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL PERSPECTIVES
Springer Nature This volume includes contributions based on selected full papers presented at the 11th Pan-Hellenic and International Conference “ICT in Education”, held in Greece in 2018. The volume
includes papers covering technical, pedagogical, organizational, instructional, as well as policy aspects of ICT in Education and e-Learning. Special emphasis is given to applied research relevant to the
educational practice guided by the educational realities in schools, colleges, universities and informal learning organizations. This volume encompasses current trends, perspectives, and approaches
determining e-Learning and ICT integration in practice, including learning and teaching, curriculum and instructional design, learning media and environments, teacher education and professional
development. It is based on research work originally presented at the conference, but the call for chapters was open and disseminated to the international community attracting also international
contributions.

AN INCOMPLETE EDUCATION
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3,684 THINGS YOU SHOULD HAVE LEARNED BUT PROBABLY DIDN'T
Ballantine Books A completely updated, revised edition of the classic, outﬁtted with a whole new arsenal of indispensable knowledge on global aﬀairs, popular culture, economic trends, scientiﬁc principles,
and modern arts. Here’s your chance to brush up on all those subjects you slept through in school, reacquaint yourself with all the facts you once knew (then promptly forgot), catch up on major
developments in the world today, and become the Renaissance man or woman you always knew you could be! How do you tell the Balkans from the Caucasus? What’s the diﬀerence between ﬁssion and
fusion? Whigs and Tories? Shiites and Sunnis? Deduction and induction? Why aren’t all Shakespearean comedies necessarily thigh-slappers? What are transcendental numbers and what are they good for?
What really happened in Plato’s cave? Is postmodernism dead or just having a bad hair day? And for extra credit, when should you use the adjective continual and when should you use continuous? An
Incomplete Education answers these and thousands of other questions with incomparable wit, style, and clarity. American Studies, Art History, Economics, Film, Literature, Music, Philosophy, Political
Science, Psychology, Religion, Science, and World History: Here’s the bottom line on each of these major disciplines, distilled to its essence and served up with consummate ﬂair. In this revised edition
you’ll ﬁnd a vitally expanded treatment of international issues, reﬂecting the seismic geopolitical upheavals of the past decade, from economic free-fall in South America to Central Africa’s world war, and
from violent radicalization in the Muslim world to the crucial trade agreements that are deﬁning globalization for the twenty-ﬁrst century. And don’t forget to read the section "A Nervous American’s Guide
to Living and Loving on Five Continents" before you answer a personal ad in the International Herald Tribune. As delightful as it is illuminating, An Incomplete Education packs ten thousand years of culture
into a single superbly readable volume. This is a book to celebrate, to share, to give and receive, to pore over and browse through, and to return to again and again.

WITCH CRAFTING
A SPIRITUAL GUIDE TO MAKING MAGIC
Harmony A Wiccan high priestess and author of Book of Shadows oﬀers a practical compendium of the rituals, practices, and philosophies of Wiccan tradition and oﬀers helpful guidelines for creating
potions, working with Nature, ﬁnding the Divine within, and incorporating Wicca into one's daily life. Reprint.

A HISTORY OF SOUTHLAND COLLEGE
THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS AND BLACK EDUCATION IN ARKANSAS
University of Arkansas Press In 1864 Alida and Calvin Clark, two abolitionist members of the Religious Society of Friends from Indiana, went on a mission trip to Helena, Arkansas. The Clarks had come to
render temporary relief to displaced war orphans but instead found a lifelong calling. During their time in Arkansas, they started the school that became Southland College, which was the ﬁrst institution of
higher education for blacks west of the Mississippi, and they set up the ﬁrst predominately black monthly meeting of the Religious Society of Friends in North America. Their progressive racial vision was
continued by a succession of midwestern Quakers willing to endure the primitive conditions and social isolation of their work and to overcome the persistent challenges of economic adversity, social strife,
and natural disaster. Southland’s survival through six diﬃcult and sometimes dangerous decades reﬂects both the continuing missionary zeal of the Clarks and their successors as well as the dedication of
the black Arkansans who sought dignity and hope at a time when these were rare commodities for African Americans in Arkansas.

COMPLICATED GAME
INSIDE THE SONGS OF XTC
Jawbone Press Complicated Game oﬀers a unique insight into the work of one of Britain's most original and inﬂuential songwriters--Andy Partridge. It is also an unprecedentedly revealing and instructive
guide to how songs and records are made. Developed from a series of interviews conducted over many months, the book explores in detail some thirty XTC songs--including well-known singles such as
'Senses Working Overtime' and the controversial 'Dear God'--from throughout the group's thirty-year career. It casts new light on the writing of lyrics, the construction of melodies and arrangements, the
process of recording, and the workings of the music industry. But it is also ﬁlled with anecdotes about Partridge, his XTC bandmates, and their adventures around the world, all told with the songwriter's
legendary humor.

FULL CIRCLE
HOW THE CLASSICAL WORLD CAME BACK TO US
Simon and Schuster So much about the society that is now emerging in the twenty-ﬁrst century bears an astonishing resemblance to the most prominent features of what we call the classical world - its
institutions, its priorities, its entertainment, its physics, its sexual morality, its food, its politics, even its religion. The ways in which we live our rich and varied lives correspond - almost eerily so - to the
ways in which the Greeks and Romans lived theirs. Whether we are eating and drinking, bathing or exercising or making love, pondering, admiring or enquiring, our habits of thought and action, our
diversions and concentrations recreate theirs. It is as though the 1500 years after the fall of Rome had been time out from traditional ways of being human. This eye-opening book makes us look afresh at
who we are and how we got here. Full Circleis not only wonderfully witty and brilliantly astute, but also profound and often disquieting. Ferdinand Mount eﬀortlessly peels back 2000 years of history to
show how much we are like the ancients, how in ways both trivial and crucial we arethem and they are us.

TECHNOLOGY AND THEOLOGY
Vernon Press Technology is growing at an exponential rate vis-à-vis humanity’s ability to control it. Moreover, the numerous ethical issues that technology raises are also troubling. These statements,
however, may be alarmist—since Telus would tell us “The Future is Friendly”. The Modernist vision of the future was utopic, for instance Star Trek of the 1960s. But postmodern views, such as are found in
Blade Runner 2049, are dystopic. Theology is in a unique interdisciplinary position to deal with the many issues, pro and con, that technology raises. Even theologians like Origen in the third century and
Aquinas in the thirteenth century made forays into Artiﬁcial Intelligence and surrounding issues (they just didn’t know it at the time). Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Transhumanism raise questions about
what it means to be human. What is consciousness? What is soul? What are life and death? Can technology really save us and give us eternal life? Theology is in a unique position to handle these
questions and issues. This book also has practical applications in terms of ecclesiology (church) in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic—both in terms of what it means to be a church and in terms of the
sacraments or ordinances. Is there such a thing as a “Virtual Church” or must we gather physically to constitute one? Are Baptism and Communion legitimate if one is not physically in a church building but
are “online”? This book struggles with these and many other questions which will help the scholar or reader make up their own minds, however tentatively.

ELEGANT COMPLEXITY
A STUDY OF DAVID FOSTER WALLACE'S INFINITE JEST
"Elegant Complexity is the ﬁrst critical work to provide detailed and thorough commentary on each of the 192 sections of David Foster Wallace's masterful Inﬁnite Jest. No other commentary on Inﬁnite Jest
recognizes that Wallace clearly divided the book into 28 chapters that are thematically uniﬁed. A chronology at the end of the study reorders each section of the novel into a sequential timeline that
orients the reader and that could be used to support a chronological reading of the novel. Other helpful reference materials include a thematic outline, more chronologies, a map of one the novel's
settings, lists of characters grouped by association, and an indexed list of references. Elegant Complexity orients the reader at the beginning of each section and keeps commentary separate for those
readers who only want orientation. The researcher looking for speciﬁc characters or themes is provided a key at the beginning of each commentary. Carlisle explains the novel's complex plot threads (and
discrepancies) with expert insight and clear commentary. The book is 99% spoiler-free for ﬁrst-time readers of Inﬁnite Jest."--Publisher's website.

A LIBRARY OF POETRY AND SONG
BEING CHOICE SELECTIONS FROM THE BEST POETS
HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN NAMES
THE CANNON FILM GUIDE: VOLUME I, 1980–1984
BearManor Media “The Cannon Film Guide is the greatest book anyone could ever write about the greatest movie studio that ever was. And is.” —Mike McPadden, author of Teen Movie Hell and Heavy
Metal Movies The Cannon Film Guide Volume I explores forty ﬁlms and franchises produced by The Cannon Group, the most proliﬁc b-movie studio of the 1980s, during the company’s ﬁrst ﬁve years under
the command of cult ﬁlm legends Menahem Golan and Yoram Globus. Through in-depth studies and behind-the-scenes stories from the people who made them, this volume examines such beloved, VHSera classics as the Breakin’, Missing in Action, Hercules, and Death Wish movies, Revenge of the Ninja, Ninja III: The Domination, The Apple, Bolero, Exterminator 2, The Last American Virgin, and many
more. “If you're a fan of Cannon ﬁlms, or even not a fan, you will be fascinated by Austin Trunick's deep dive into the studio's output. This is an under-reported part of cinema history and this book will
delight both ﬁlm buﬀs and casual devotees of action-packed movies. This book added to my knowledge, not to mention my testosterone level.” —Frank Conniﬀ, comedian, TV’s Mystery Science Theater
3000" A joyful, knowledgeable ode to one of the great ﬁlm companies of all time, a sprawling epic full of fun stories, interviews, and images, and it delivers on its promise to be the ultimate guide to The
Cannon Group and their releases." —david j. moore, author of The Good, the Tough, and the Deadly and World Gone Wild

INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON
University of Pennsylvania Press

PRIZEWINNING LITERATURE
UK LITERARY AWARD WINNERS
London : Library Association
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NIGERIA'S THEATRE AND DRAMA
AUDIENCES, COMMUNITIES AND CONSTITUENCIES : A FESTSCHRIFT IN HONOUR OF PROFESSOR JOHN SANI ILLAH
SCRIBBLING AND CARDING
LANGUAGES FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES
AN INTERNATIONAL HANDBOOK
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG This handbook gives an overview of language for special purposes (LSP) in scientiﬁc, professional and other contexts, with particular focus on teaching and training. It
provides insights into research paradigms, theories and methods while also highlighting the practical use of LSPs in concrete discourse situations. The volume is transdisciplinary oriented with a ﬁrm basis
in the language sciences, including terminology, knowledge transfer, multilingual and cross-cultural exchange.

FANNY AND ANNA PARNELL
IRELAND’S PATRIOT SISTERS
Springer

AN IRISH COUNTRY YULETIDE
AN IRISH COUNTRY NOVELLA
Forge Books A charming Christmas entry in Patrick Taylor's beloved internationally bestselling Irish Country series, An Irish Country Yuletide. December 1965. ‘Tis the season once again in the cozy Irish
village of Ballybucklebo, which means that Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly, his young colleague Barry Laverty, and their assorted friends, neighbors, and patients are enjoying all their favorite holiday
traditions: caroling, trimming the tree, ﬁnding the perfect gifts for their near and dear ones, and anticipating a proper Yuletide feast complete with roast turkey and chestnut stuﬃng. There’s even the
promise of snow in the air, raising the prospect of a white Christmas. Not that trouble has entirely taken a holiday as the season brings its fair share of challenges as well, including a black-sheep brother
hoping to reconcile with his estranged family before it’s too late, a worrisome outbreak of chickenpox, and a sick little girl whose faith in Christmas is in danger of being crushed in the worst way. As
roaring ﬁreplaces combat the brisk December chill, it’s up to O’Reilly to play Santa, both literally and ﬁguratively, to make sure that Ballybucklebo has a Christmas it will never forget! Bonus: This
heartwarming Yuletide tale also includes several mouth-watering recipes, straight from an Irish country kitchen. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

THE BROKEN WORD
THE COMMUNICATION PATHOS IN MODERN LITERATURE
Gordon & Breach Science Pub

JOYCE AND THE LAW
One may wonder that new ways of reading James Joyce continue to emerge, but as Jonathan Goldman and his fourteen contributors demonstrate, Joyce's key writings beg to be analyzed alongside Irish law
and legal history. Together, these essays demonstrate how legal research elucidates the movements and motivations of Joyce's characters and the language and shape of his narratives.

WOOL AND WORSIT
A HISTORY OF TEXTILES IN THE HOLME VALLEY
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